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Dear Reader,
Flipping through the page proofs of this catalog,
I’m once again amazed by the breadth of the
SAP world and the speed with which it changes:
About three and half years ago, our acquisitions
editor Emily Nicholls pitched a book called “SAP
Simple Finance,” to be published just in time for
SAP’s internal 2015 kick-off meeting. Not all of us were convinced this
was a great idea. If you look for the word S/4HANA in this catalog,
you will know which side was right. (Spoiler: You’ll find 16 distinct
book titles, not counting E-Bites.)
Similarly but on a smaller scale, it seems like yesterday that the name
“hybris” made its first appearance in SAP news; in this catalog, you
will find three books with a total of 1500 pages, with in-depth configuration advice.
With our subscription, you’ll be able to stay on top of these changes
at all times. And I have more news for you: The release of our mobile
app is just weeks away! It will bring much-anticipated functionality
such as our new native e-book reader. You’ll even be able to download your favorite SAP PRESS books for offline reading on any mobile
device. It’s time to take a look at the SAP PRESS subscription!
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Join our community!
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The SAP PRESS newsletter
Subscribe to our newsletter for special deals,
coupons, and all the latest SAP news!
sap-press.com/newsletter/
subscribe
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Bhattacharjee, Monti, Perel, Vazquez

Densborn, Finkbohner, Freudenberg,
Mathäß, Wagner

Logistics with SAP S/4HANA

Migrating to SAP S/4HANA

An Introduction

569 pages, pub. 08/2017

400 pages, pub. 10/2017

1

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4485

E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

6

Singh, Feurer, Ruebsam

Christian, Pytel, Swoboda, Williams

SAP Hybris

SAP Solution Manager—
Practical Guide

Commerce, Marketing, Sales, Service, and
Revenue with SAP

803 pages, pub. 08/2017

329 pages, pub. 05/2017

2

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4394

7

Bardhan, Baumgartl, Chaadaev, Choi, Dudgeon,
Lahiri, Meijerink, Worsley-Tonks

The Comprehensive Guide

511 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 10/2017

www.sap-press.com/4499

8

5

741 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 10/2017
E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/4480

Anup Maheshwari

Kiran Bandari

Implementing SAP S/4HANA
Finance

Complete ABAP
1,047 pages, pub. 10/2016
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

570 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 11/2017

4

www.sap-press.com/4411

SAP SuccessFactors
Employee Central

An Introduction

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

Marson, Mazhavanchery, Murray

SAP S/4HANA

3

www.sap-press.com/4247

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4525

9

www.sap-press.com/3921

Anil Bavaraju

Christensen, Darlak, Harrington, Kong, Poles, Savelli

SAP Fiori Implementation
and Development

SAP BW/4HANA

615 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 05/2017

427 pages, pub. 06/2017

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4401

An Introduction

10

www.sap-press.com/4377
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Bardhan, Baumgartl, Chaadaev, Choi,
Dudgeon, Lahiri, Meijerink, Worsley-Tonks

Bhattacharjee, Monti, Perel, Vazquez

Logistics with SAP
S/4HANA

SAP S/4HANA
An Introduction

An Introduction

Moving your business to SAP S/4HANA or
wondering if it’s right for you? From finance
to logistics, from on-premise to cloud implementations, and from industry solutions
to reporting, see what SAP S/4HANA can
offer! Understand its architecture, adoption
scenarios, and how SAP Activate can expedite
your transformation. Learn about all-new
functionality for warehousing, manufacturing, procurement, and more. Up to date for
release 1709!

Welcome to logistics in a digital world. From
procurement to production and everything in
between, see how SAP S/4HANA transforms
your SAP Logistics landscape. Examine each
supply chain line of business in SAP S/4HANA:
sales order management, manufacturing,
inventory management, plant maintenance,
and more. Discover key innovations such as
MRP Live and embedded SAP EWM. Explore
the future of logistics with SAP!

511 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 10/2017

400 pages, pub. 10/2017

www.sap-press.com

Densborn, Finkbohner, Freudenberg,
Mathäß, Wagner

Migrating to SAP
S/4HANA
It’s time to start planning your SAP S/4HANA
migration! In this book you’ll learn to implement the right migration scenario for your
business requirements—cloud, on-premise,
or hybrid. Step-by-step instructions will
help you prepare, implement, and integrate
SAP S/4HANA. See what’s waiting with SAP
S/4HANA, and start your migration today!
569 pages, pub. 08/2017
E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/4247

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4485

www.sap-press.com/4499

Michael Jolton, Yosh Eisbart

SAP S/4HANA Cloud
Use Cases, Functionality, and Extensibility

Christensen, Darlak, Harrington, Kong,
Poles, Savelli

SAP BW/4HANA
An Introduction

334 pages, pub. 09/2017
E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

427 pages, pub. 06/2017

www.sap-press.com/4498

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4377

Herzig, Heitkötter, Wozniak, Agarwal, Wust

Extending SAP S/4HANA
Side-by-Side Extensions with the SAP S/4HANA Cloud SDK
Tailor your SAP S/4HANA system to your business needs with SAP Cloud Platform and the SAP S/4HANA
Cloud SDK. In this comprehensive guide to side-by-side extensibility, you’ll learn to build, secure, and maintain applications that extend the functional scope and reach of SAP S/4HANA. Once the apps are up and
running, integrate them with SAP S/4HANA and customize them further with in-app extensions.
618 pages, pub. 05/2018 • E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4655

New!

Customize your SAP S/4HANA system with SAP Cloud Platform!

SAP S/4HANA 5

www.sap-press.com
Justin Ashlock

Sourcing and Procurement in SAP S/4HANA
Master sourcing and procurement in SAP S/4HANA! Dive into SAP S/4HANA sourcing and procurement functionality, like direct and indirect procurement and inventory and contract management. Get step-by-step instructions to configure sourcing, invoicing, supplier management and evaluation, and more. Integrate each
functionality with SAP cloud applications like SAP Ariba. For details on S&P, this book is the only source you need!
503 pages, pub. 01/2018 • E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4551
Namita Sachan, Aman Jain

Warehouse Management in SAP S/4HANA
With this comprehensive guide to embedded Extended Warehouse Management (EWM), begin by setting
up your system using organizational structures and master data. Then master your essential processes such as
goods issue and receipt, putaway, picking, and taking inventory. Bring everything together with information on
advanced tasks like cross-docking, value-added services, kitting, and integration with SAP TM and SAP GTS!
765 pages, pub. 04/2018 • E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/4547

Jens Krüger

Anup Maheshwari

Stefanos Pougkas

SAP S/4HANA Finance
An Introduction

Implementing
SAP S/4HANA Finance

It’s high time you got to know SAP S/4HANA
Finance. Learn what SAP S/4HANA Finance
can do, what it offers your organization, and
how it fits into the SAP S/4HANA landscape.
Explore critical finance functionality, from
cash management to profitability analysis,
and consider your deployment options. Lay
the groundwork for your SAP S/4HANA
Finance future!

Ensure a smooth transition to SAP S/4HANA
Finance with this on-premise implementation
guide! Follow step-by-step instructions for
data migration and functional configuration.
From the general ledger to asset accounting
and beyond, you’ll align your new system
with existing Finance requirements and go
live. Get the details and pro tips that will
make your SAP S/4HANA project a success!

SAP S/4HANA Financial
Accounting Certification
Guide

411 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 02/2016

570 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 11/2017

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

447 pages, pub. 06/2017

www.sap-press.com/4122

www.sap-press.com/4525

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

Application Associate Exam
Taking the SAP S/4HANA Finance 1511 or
1610 exam? Explore test methodology and
key concepts for each topic, and use practice
questions and answers to solidify your knowledge. Review the key technical and functional knowledge you need to pass with
flying colors!

www.sap-press.com/4414

Kathrin Schmalzing

Dirk Neumann, Lawrence Liang

CO-PA in SAP S/4HANA
Finance

Cash Management with SAP
S/4HANA

Business Processes, Functionality, and
Configuration

Functionality and Implementation
477 pages, pub. 10/2017

337 pages, pub. 10/2017

E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/4479

www.sap-press.com/4383
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Cundiff, Gomes, Lamb, Loden, Suneja

Data Provisioning for SAP HANA
Before making data available in SAP HANA, you must standardize, integrate, and secure it—that’s where
data provisioning comes in. In this guide, you’ll learn about each of your options, from SAP HANA-based
tools like SDI and SDQ to SAP Data Services and SAP LT Replication Server. Whether you’ll be provisioning
data in batches or in real-time, you’ll understand when to use each tool, its requirements, and how it
works. Detailed case studies will show you how to establish a successful data provisioning practice!
approx. 375 pp., avail. 08/2018 • E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4588

Understand your options for loading data into SAP HANA!

New!

Rudi de Louw

Silvia, Frye, Berg

Richard Bremer, Lars Breddemann

SAP HANA 2.0
Certification Guide

SAP HANA

SAP HANA Administration

Application Associate Exam

What does SAP HANA mean for you? This
book is your introduction to all the essentials, from implementation options to the
basics of data modeling and administration.
With cutting-edge coverage of SAP HANA
smart data access, SAP Vora, and more, this
bestseller has everything you need to take
your first steps with SAP HANA.

Get certified in SAP HANA 2.0 with this guide
to the SAP Certified Application Associate
test for SAP HANA (C_HANAIMP_13)! Understand the structure of the exam and review
the key concepts you’ll be tested on, from
SAP HANA XSA to CDS views. Quiz yourself
with hundreds of practice questions and
detailed answers so you can walk in feeling
confident on exam day!
540 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 12/2017

An Introduction

549 pages, 4th edition, pub. 10/2016
E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4160

Who says that a leopard can’t change its
spots? With the advent of SAP HANA, database administration is evolving—and you can
evolve along with it. Learn how traditional
administration concepts are applied in SAP
HANA, and find out about the new concepts
relevant to an in-memory database. Novice or
expert, this book will help you sharpen your
skills.
722 pages, pub. 08/2014
E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/3506

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4567

Gahm, Schneider, Swanepoel, Westenberger

Jonathan Haun

ABAP Development for
SAP HANA

SAP HANA Security Guide

641 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 04/2016
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3973

541 pages, pub. 05/2017
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4227
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Bilay, Gutsche, Stiehl

Ankisettipalli, Chen, Wankawala

Haun, Hickman, Loden, Wells

SAP HANA Cloud
Integration

SAP HANA Advanced Data
Modeling

Implementing SAP HANA

Learn how to integrate cloud and on-premise landscapes with SAP HANA Cloud Integration! Find out how to apply predefined
integration patterns, debug and secure your
integration projects, develop custom adapters, and more. Real-life scenarios and helpful
roadmaps guide you through the integration and development processes.

Move past the SAP HANA basics and into
some real data model design! Discover how
to build and design predictive, simulation,
and optimization models straight from the
experts via step-by-step instructions and
screenshots. From information views to AFL
models, you’ll learn to scale for large datasets
and performance-tune your models to perfection.

420 pages, pub. 04/2016
E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

392 pages, pub. 10/2015

www.sap-press.com/3979

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3863

If you're ready to implement SAP HANA as a
data warehouse for analytics, you'll want this
book along for the ride. Explore the steps in
a complete SAP HANA implementation, and
then play with downloadable sample data
that you can use to test your skills. Become
an expert in data provisioning with SAP Data
Services, data modeling, and connecting
to the BOBJ platform. Take your SAP HANA
knowledge to the next level!
860 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 12/2014
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3703

Michael Pytel

Merz, Hügens, Blum

Implementing SAP Business
Suite on SAP HANA

Implementing SAP BW
on SAP HANA

597 pages, pub. 11/2015

467 pages, pub. 04/2015

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3895

www.sap-press.com/3609

Alborghetti, Kohlbrenner, Pattanayak, Schrank, Sboarina

SAP HANA XSA
Native Development for SAP HANA
Learn how to design, test, and deploy native SAP HANA applications with SAP HANA XSA! Get started by
exploring your development environment, tools, and the SAP HANA XSA architecture. Then define your
data model with Core Data Services and HDB, add your application layer—Node.js, Java, or custom—and
develop your presentation layer. Finish up by securing, troubleshooting, and deploying your app!
approx. 600 pp., avail. 09/2018 • E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4500

New!

Write native SAP HANA applications with XSA!
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Anil Bavaraju

Krishna Kishor Kammaje

Goebels, Nepraunig, Seidel

SAP Fiori Implementation
and Development

SAP Fiori Certification
Guide

SAPUI5

Development Associate Exam

Transform your apps from simple Hello,
World examples to enterprise-grade applications with this guide to SAPUI5! Start with
the basic building blocks then move on to
more advanced coding techniques. From
developing MVC apps and using OData to debugging and testing code—learn the dos and
don’ts of SAPUI5 and everything in between.
The dawn of the user is here. Can your apps
keep up?

The SAP Fiori 2.0 design concept is here. See
how to take your UI to the next level with
this all-in-one resource to implementing and
developing analytical, transactional, and fact
sheet apps. Get the low-down on SAP Fiori’s
all-new look, SAP S/4HANA support, and
more. This guide to SAP Fiori has your back—
implement, create, and customize!
615 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 05/2017

Get the answers you need with this exam
certification guide! Review core concepts
including SAP Fiori architecture, configuration, and security; then test your knowledge
with detailed questions and answers. From
SAP Fiori installation and SAP Fiori launchpad
configuration to OData and UI extensibility,
solidify your expertise and pass with flying
colors!

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4401

474 pages, pub. 02/2018
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4501

The Comprehensive Guide

672 pages, pub. 07/2016
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3980

Bönnen, Drees, Fischer, Heinz, Strothmann

Dart, Keohan, Rickayzen, et al.

SAP Gateway and OData

Practical Workflow for SAP

785 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 04/2016

1,089 pages, 3rd edition, pub. 07/2014

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3904

www.sap-press.com/3615

Dwayne DeSylvia, Jonathan Yagos

SAP Build
Prototyping and Design
Before the application comes the prototype. With this guide to SAP Build, learn how to develop detailed,
interactive prototypes of SAP Fiori and SAPUI5 applications. Enhance mockups by conducting user research
and collaborating on design projects. Request and implement feedback from end users and prepare your
prototype to be turned into a fully-functional application. If you Build it, they will come.
540 pages, pub. 06/2018 • E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4566

New!

Learn to create interactive UX prototypes with SAP Build!
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Dasari, Kotak, Mudapalli, Sonnenahalli, Barman

SAP Cloud Platform: Tools and Services
The SAP Cloud Platform toolset is getting richer. With this roadmap, explore all the services provided by
SAP Cloud Platform: development, analytics, integration, security, and collaboration. Build and extend
cloud applications, develop UXs, integrate cloud and on-premise systems, secure apps, and more. See
everything SAP Cloud Platform has to offer!
approx. 800 pp., avail. 09/2018 • E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4618

Your definitive reference to the SAP Cloud Platform!

New!

John Mutumba Bilay, Roberto Viana Blanco

Bilay, Gutsche, Stiehl

Ankisettipalli, Chen, Wankawala

SAP Process Orchestration

SAP HANA Cloud
Integration

SAP HANA Advanced Data
Modeling

Learn how to integrate cloud and on-premise landscapes with SAP HANA Cloud Integration! Find out how to apply predefined
integration patterns, debug and secure your
integration projects, develop custom adapters, and more. Real-life scenarios and helpful
roadmaps guide you through the integration and development processes.

Move past the SAP HANA basics and into
some real data model design! Discover how
to build and design predictive, simulation,
and optimization models straight from the
experts via step-by-step instructions and
screenshots. From information views to AFL
models, you’ll learn to scale for large datasets
and performance-tune your models to perfection.

The Comprehensive Guide
Whether you’re starting fresh or migrating
from SAP PI, we’ve got you covered! Learn to
use the AEX to configure the System Landscape Directory and manage the integration
directory in SAP PO. Build integration flows,
create an SAP BPM process, and get the most
out of SAP BRM. Updated with the new Push
API, user-defined search, the SAP Cloud Platform Integration engine, and more!

420 pages, pub. 04/2016
908 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 09/2017

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

392 pages, pub. 10/2015

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3979

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4431

Alborghetti, Kohlbrenner, Pattanayak, Schrank,
Sboarina

Herzig, Heitkötter, Wozniak, Agarwal, Wust

Extending SAP S/4HANA

SAP HANA XSA

Side-by-Side Extensions with the
SAP S/4HANA Cloud SDK

Native Development for SAP HANA

New!

approx. 600 pp., avail. 09/2018
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4500

www.sap-press.com/3863

618 pages, pub. 05/2018

New!

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4655
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Kiran Bandari

Complete ABAP
Immerse yourself in the world of ABAP with this all-in-one guide to 7.5. Offering instructions for beginners
and refreshers for seasoned experts, this resource covers everything ABAP. Get information on basic programming concepts and steps for developing interfaces and dynamic programs. Find the know-how you
need to code yourself out of any corner!
1,047 pages, pub. 10/2016 • E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3921

The answer to all your ABAP questions!

Brian O’Neill

Paul Hardy

Gahm, Schneider, Swanepoel, Westenberger

Getting Started with ABAP

ABAP to the Future

Learn to code in ABAP, SAP’s programming
language! This book is a beginner’s guide
to all things ABAP. You’ll become familiar
with core language concepts, develop your
first application, and learn key advanced
programming techniques. Step-by-step
instructions and hands-on exercises help
ensure that you can apply the skills you learn
to real-life scenarios.

Are you ready for ABAP 7.5? Keep up with
the latest in ABAP development, including
new features like Core Data Services, ABAP
Managed Database Procedures, and column
editing. Learn about exception classes and
BOPF objects and jump into the new processes for creating SAPUI5 applications. With
this second edition, you’re sure to stay on the
cutting edge.

ABAP Development for
SAP HANA

451 pages, pub. 10/2015

801 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 09/2016

E-book: $44.99 Print: $49.95 Bundle: $59.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3869

www.sap-press.com/4161

See how SAP HANA has changed ABAP,
and learn how to bring your skills up to par.
This comprehensive guide uses detailed
programming examples to help you design
simple and advanced applications with ABAP.
Learn to enable code pushdown, use Open
SQL enhancements and CDS views, integrate
native SAP HANA objects, and more. You’ll be
programming for SAP HANA in no time!
641 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 04/2016
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3973

Kerem Koseoglu

James Wood, Joseph Rupert

Design Patterns in ABAP
Objects

Object-Oriented
Programming with
ABAP Objects

387 pages, pub. 10/2016
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4277

470 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 10/2015
E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/3597

www.sap-press.com/e-bites

Anne Johnson

Design Thinking with SAP

New!

Discover the design thinking methodology
and relevant SAP tools such as SAP Build and
SAP Fiori. Walk through design thinking workshops for SAP application design and business
innovation for SAP.

Programming E-Bites 11
Spielvogel, Barnard, Bernal, Hoznek, Queck,
Rumsby, Steinhauer

Using SAP Screen Personas
Get step-by-step instructions for editing screens
and merging tabs in SAP Screen Personas. Use
the scripting engine to combine transactions
onto one screen, automate keystrokes, and more!

92 pages, pub. 05/2018 • E-book: $24.99

125 pages, pub. 02/2018 • E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/4643

www.sap-press.com/4562

Abani Pattanayak, Imran Rashid

Morten Wittrock

Introducing SAP S/4HANA
Extensions in SAP Cloud
Platform

Cloud Connector for SAP
Cloud Platform

Learn about SAP S/4HANA extensions with the
SAP Cloud Platform. Explore architecture and
common extension patterns. Then learn to build
extensions, ranging from collaborative, UX, analytical, and IoT.

Learn how to connect your on-premise system to
the SAP Cloud Platform using Cloud Connector.
Install Cloud Connector and get step-by-step instructions to configure your cloud to on-premise
connectivity and vice versa.

125 pages, pub. 01/2018 • E-book: $24.99

134 pages, pub. 10/2017 • E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/4542

www.sap-press.com/4528

Rohit Khan, Rajiv Pandey

Paul Modderman

Introducing SAP Cloud
Platform Workflow

SAPUI5 and SAP Fiori

Learn how to set up SAP Cloud Platform Workflow; build, edit, and deploy workflows; and
see how the SAP Cloud Platform enables you
to create custom UIs, monitor workflows, and
troubleshoot any errors.

Dive into the theories that shed light on how
users visualize and process information, how
memory works, and which cues are most likely to
trigger responses. Then learn how to apply these
principles in SAPUI5.

92 pages, pub. 11/2017 • E-book: $19.99

101 pages, pub. 09/2017 • E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4541

www.sap-press.com/4513

DJ Adams

Abani Pattanayak, Rajeev Koppolu

SAP Fiori and SAPUI5

Introducing SAP S/4HANA
Embedded Analytics

Debugging the User Interface
Learn to debug the frontend of your SAP Fiori
applications. Using SAPUI5-based code, follow
step-by-step instructions, including screenshots
and a sample application. Discover the Chrome
Developer tool and various SAPUI5 debugging
tools.

How-to Guide

The Psychology of UX Design

Learn how SAP S/4HANA Embedded Analytics
supports operational reporting on live transactional data and process analytics. Build and
enhance data models with CDS views, then customize your models to meet business needs.
102 pages, pub. 10/2016 • E-book: $19.99

122 pages, pub. 12/2016 • E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4305

www.sap-press.com/4249
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Jonathan Haun

Thomas Schneider

John Mutumba Bilay, Roberto Viana Blanco

SAP HANA Security Guide

SAP Performance
Optimization Guide

SAP Process Orchestration

Analyzing and Tuning SAP Systems

Whether you’re starting fresh or migrating
from SAP PI, we’ve got you covered! Learn to
use the AEX to configure the System Landscape Directory and manage the integration
directory in SAP PO. Build integration flows,
create an SAP BPM process, and get the most
out of SAP BRM. Updated with the new Push
API, user-defined search, the SAP Cloud Platform Integration engine, and more!

How do you protect and defend your SAP
HANA database and application development platform? This comprehensive guide
details your options, including privileges,
encryption, and more. Learn how to secure
database objects, provision and maintain user
accounts, and develop and assign roles. Then
take an in-depth look at authentication and
certificate management before seeing how
to enable auditing and security tracing. Up to
date for SAP HANA 2.0!

The speed and efficiency of your organization’s software is critical for business success.
From monitoring system workloads and
optimizing SQL statements, to identifying
performance problems in ABAP programs
and sizing SAP HANA—there’s a lot to do
to make sure your SAP system is as agile as
possible.

541 pages, pub. 05/2017

892 pages, 8th edition, pub. 01/2018

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/4227

www.sap-press.com/4370

Kalwachwala, Chahal, Cheekoti, Isacc,
Khambhampati, Quirk

SAP Master Data
Governance
The Comprehensive Guide to SAP MDG

The Comprehensive Guide

908 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 09/2017
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4431

Sebastian Schreckenbach

SAP Administration—
Practical Guide
912 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 05/2015
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3639

627 pages, pub. 08/2017
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4192

Joe Markgraf, Alessandro Banzer

SAP System Security
If you’re a Basis administrator looking to keep your SAP system under lock and key, this is the book for you!
Discover information on security-relevant issues, from identity and access management to network and
backend security. Then get the technical know-how to identify vulnerabilities and defend your system from
internal and external threats. Secure your SAP system from the ground up!
approx. 700 pp., avail. 08/2018 • E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4307

New!

The system administrator‘s guide to SAP security!
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Lehnert, Luther, Christoph, Pluder, Fernandes

GDPR and SAP
Data Privacy with SAP Business Suite and SAP S/4HANA
Develop and implement a privacy policy that protects your data and complies with GDPR. Learn to block
and delete data, implement purpose-based processing, and determine who can access what information
in your SAP system. Use SAP MDG, Read Accessing Logging, and other tools to support your data privacy
efforts.
approx. 435 pp., avail. 08/2018 • E-book: $109.99 Print: $119.95 Bundle: $129.99

www.sap-press.com/4652

GDPR is here—get compliant!

New!

Densborn, Finkbohner, Gradl, Roth, Willinger

Ahmet Türk

Richard Bremer, Lars Breddemann

Data Migration with SAP

Archiving SAP Data—
Practical Guide

SAP HANA Administration

When it comes to data migration, choosing
the right approach for your organization can
be overwhelming. This comprehensive guide
not only leads you through project planning,
but also gives you step-by-step instructions
for executing your migration with LSMW, SAP
Data Services, the batch input technique, and
more. Whether you’re moving to the cloud,
migrating to SAP S/4HANA, or replacing a
legacy system, let us smooth the way.
563 pages, 3rd edition, pub. 03/2016
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4019

Data volume slowing you down? Get ready to
clean house with this guide to archiving SAP
data! Start with the basic legal and technical
processes and then dive into tools for storage
and transactions for accessing archived data.
From developing an archiving strategy to
executing the technical steps, you’ll learn
how to increase system performance and stay
organized in SAP.
534 pages, pub. 09/2015
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

Who says that a leopard can’t change its
spots? With the advent of SAP HANA, database administration is evolving—and you can
evolve along with it. Learn how traditional
administration concepts are applied in SAP
HANA, and find out about the new concepts
relevant to an in-memory database. Novice or
expert, this book will help you sharpen your
skills.
722 pages, pub. 08/2014
E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/3506

www.sap-press.com/3928

Greg Myers, Eric Vallo

SAP BusinessObjects BI
System Administration
503 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 10/2014
E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/3605

Densborn, Finkbohner, Freudenberg,
Mathäß, Wagner

Migrating to SAP S/4HANA
569 pages, pub. 08/2017
E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/4247
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Christian, Pytel, Swoboda, Williams

SAP Solution Manager—Practical Guide
With this hands-on guide to SAP Solution Manager (SolMan) 7.2, you’ll find everything you need to
maintain your SAP landscape! First get a handle on basic concepts, see how to upgrade to 7.2, and configure your solution. Then dive into key functionality: monitoring, business process documentation, change
control management, IT service management, requirements management, and more. Round out your skills
with information on security and testing!
803 pages, pub. 08/2017 • E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4411

Your comprehensive guide to SolMan 7.2!

Marc O. Schäfer, Matthis Melich

Teuber, Weidmann, Will

Nathan Williams

SAP Solution Manager for
SAP S/4HANA

Monitoring and
Operations with SAP
Solution Manager

ITSM and ChaRM in SAP
Solution Manager

Are you moving to SAP S/4HANA? Learn how
SAP Solution Manager 7.2 can smooth your
path! Readiness checks? Check. Custom code
management? Check. Automated testing?
Check. Explore deployment best practices and
the fully supported SAP Activate, along with
other essential SolMan functionality. Whether you’re deploying SAP S/4HANA with SAP
SuccessFactors, SAP Ariba, or as a standalone
system, SolMan 7.2 will give you the tools you
need!
413 pages, pub. 05/2016
E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4162

CCMS is the past—get up to speed on the
technical side of SAP Solution Manager 7.1!
Find everything you need to know about the
monitoring and alert infrastructure. From
understanding the architecture, to finding
detailed instructions on monitoring and technical administration, you’ll get knowledge
that will help you monitor and analyze your
systems and business processes!

Stay ahead of the curve with IT Service Management (ITSM)! This is the comprehensive
guide to the ChaRM and AIM functionalities
in SAP Solution Manager. Find everything
you need to work with ChaRM and Application Incident Management (the new Service
Desk): the important concepts, instructions
for configuration and functionality, and
expert tips and best practices.
903 pages, pub. 01/2013
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

695 pages, pub. 10/2013
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3195

www.sap-press.com/3374

Chen, Hanck, Hanck, Hertel, Lissarrague, Médaille

Cundiff, Gomes, Lamb, Loden, Suneja

SAP Data Services

Data Provisioning for
SAP HANA

The Comprehensive Guide
524 pages, pub. 02/2015
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3688

New!

approx. 375 pp., avail. 08/2018
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4588
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New!

Vasavi Gottumukkala

Dilip Radhakrishnan, Syama Srinivasan

Preparing Your SAP ERP
System for an SAP S/4HANA
Migration

Introducing SAP Master Data
Governance (SAP MDG) on
SAP S/4HANA

Explore the tools you need to perform readiness
checks in order to prepare your SAP ERP system.
Walk through mandatory system changes and
learn about custom code preparation and data
cleanup.

New!

Explore the new SAP Master Data Governance
on SAP S/4HANA, including enhancements to
central governance, remediation (quality analytics), mass processing, and consolidation.
112 pages, pub. 04/2018 • E-book: $24.99

74 pages, pub. 05/2018 • E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/4680

www.sap-press.com/4626

Jereme Swoboda

Venki Krishnamoorthy

Upgrading to SAP Solution
Manager 7.2

SAP SuccessFactors Admin
Center

Upgrade your virtual sidekick with this guide to
SolMan 7.2! Learn about major feature changes
since 7.1 before diving into prerequisite tasks.
Then, using step-by-step instructions and screenshots, walk through the entire upgrade process.
130 pages, pub. 10/2016 • E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4168

User Management, Security, and Data
Maintenance
Learn to navigate the SAP SuccessFactors’ Admin
Center homepage and the various portlets it
provides. Then, follow step-by-step instructions
for data maintenance, user management, and
security setup.
102 pages, pub. 09/2016 • E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4228
Gary Prewett, Michael Pytel

Astrid Tschense, Tobias Koebler

Implementing SAP Fiori
Security

Using SAP LT Replication
Server (SLT)

Dive into the architecture of SAP Fiori to see
what needs to be protected. Then learn about
the tools you’ll use: SAP Mobile Secure, SAP Solution Manager, and more.

Start with SLT basics and use cases before jumping into data extraction, transformation, and
loading. With a focus on SAP HANA, code examples will explain how to implement and optimize
these processes.

107 pages, pub. 06/2016 • E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4167

109 pages, pub. 06/2016 • E-book: $19.99

Hanck, Mallory, Médaille

Akash Kumar

Data Provisioning and
Cleansing with SAP HANA
SDI and SAP HANA SDQ

PlanViz

See how to use SAP HANA’s native EIM functionalities to load and cleanse data. Set up adapters
to establish connectivity. Build flowgraphs for
transforming and cleansing. Connect it all in
different types of jobs.
97 pages, pub. 03/2016 • E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/4111

www.sap-press.com/4143

Improving SAP HANA Performance
Utilize PlanViz to retrieve information on the runtime of specific queries and pinpoint bottlenecks
in your system for data model optimization.
Learn how to make your SAP HANA system run
faster than ever before!
75 pages, pub. 08/2015 • E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/3952
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Chabert, Forster, Tessier, Vezzosi

Ah-Soon, Brogden, Marks, Orthous, Sinkwitz

SAP Predictive Analytics

SAP BusinessObjects Web
Intelligence

The Comprehensive Guide
Peer into the future with SAP Predictive
Analytics! Master predictive models—
regression, time series forecasting, clustering, and more—and learn how to get
SAP Predictive Analytics up and running.
Discover the essential tools, from Predictive
Factory and the Automated Modeler to the
Data Manager and Social Network Analysis.
Get predictive analysis working for you!
491 pages, pub. 12/2017
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4491

The Comprehensive Guide

Christensen, Darlak, Harrington, Kong,
Poles, Savelli

SAP BW/4HANA
An Introduction

Bring your data presentations into focus
with this comprehensive guide to SAP
BusinessObjects Web Intelligence. Updated
for WebI 4.2, this book will teach you how
to create, design, and share your reports, all
while exploring the fundamentals of WebI
and its extended capabilities. Punch up your
reporting and analysis!

See what SAP BW/4HANA can do for
you, from simplified data models and SAP
BW/4HANA Analytics to automated data
lifecycle management. You’ll find step-bystep instructions for installation and setup,
a guide to administrative tasks to keep your
SAP BW/4HANA system in tip-top shape, and
the low-down on security in your new system.
Explore the data warehouse of the future!

814 pages, 4th edition, pub. 09/2017

427 pages, pub. 06/2017

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4412

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4377

Palekar, Patel, Shiralkar

Joe Darlak, Jesper Christensen

SAP BW 7.4—Practical Guide

SAP BW: Administration and
Performance Optimization

852 pages, 3rd edition, pub. 04/2015
E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/3733

652 pages, pub. 07/2014
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3341

Xavier Hacking, Martijn van Foeken

SAP Lumira, Discovery Edition
Learn what tools SAP Lumira, discovery edition gives you to create interactive charts and infographs! Start by
acquiring your data, either offline or live, and explore the available data manipulation actions. Next, create
charts, from heat maps and scatter plots to bubble charts and geo maps. Export your data, integrate with SAP
BusinessObjects BI, and take a look at your mobile options!
498 pages, pub. 03/2018 • E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4511
Chang, Hacking, van der A

SAP Lumira, Designer Edition
Build top-of-the-line analytical applications and dashboards with this guide to SAP Lumira, designer edition!
Explore the IDE, understand the application design process, and take an in-depth look at component properties. Then enhance your applications with CSS, scripting for interactivity, and performance tuning. From
installation to working with the SDK, this book is your one-stop shop!
755 pages, 3rd edition, pub. 04/2018 • E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4512
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New!

Manu Kohli

Iver van de Zand

Introducing Machine
Learning with SAP Leonardo

Data Visualization Design
with SAP Lumira and SAP
Analytics Cloud

Understand the building blocks of machine
learning and its tools: SAP Leonardo, SAP Data
Hub, and SAP Vora. Walk step-by-step through
creating test data and applying machine learning
algorithms to data sets.
approx. 100 pp., avail. 08/2018 • E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/4710

New!

Learn the keys to simplistic and elegant visualization design with SAP Lumira and SAP Analytics
Cloud. Master techniques for layout, interactivity,
and mobile-specific design.
approx. 100 pp., avail. 08/2018 • E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/4656

Don Loden

Vinay Singh

SAP Information Steward

Creating and Using
Advanced DSOs in SAP BW
on SAP HANA

Monitoring Data in Real Time
Discover SAP Information Steward and how to
assess, analyze, and cleanse your data with the
Data Insight, Metadata Management, and Metapedia modules. Includes a detailed case study.
93 pages, pub. 10/2015 • E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/4022

Learn about aDSO-specific features, including
aDSO tables and enhanced reporting capabilities.
Follow step-by-step instructions for creating the
basic structure and artifacts for aDSOs—then see
how to operate an aDSO with actual cost data.
99 pages, pub. 05/2016 • E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4154

Palekar, Patel, Shiralkar

Chen, Hanck, Hanck, Hertel, Lissarrague, Médaille

Building Planning
Applications with SAP BW
Integrated Planning

Data Integration with
SAP Data Services

See how to create real-time InfoCubes, define
characteristic relationships, set data slices and
aggregation levels, and more. Then put it all
together to design both Excel- and web-based
applications.
97 pages, pub. 12/2015 • E-book: $9.99

Learn to integrate data with three SAP Data
Services integration scenarios: through generic
warehouses; with a POS system; and with SAP
BW, SAP APO, and SAP ECC for sales and distribution planning.
56 pages, pub. 10/2015 • E-book: $9.99

www.sap-press.com/3976

www.sap-press.com/4066

Pravin Datar

Pravin Datar

Introducing SAP
BusinessObjects Cloud

Introducing the SAP Digital
Boardroom

BI and Planning
See how SAP BusinessObjects Cloud will help
visualize, analyze, and share data for all your
business intelligence and planning needs. Learn
about its different functions by following along
with a real-life demo scenario.
110 pages, pub. 07/2016 • E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4138

Configure your SAP Digital Boardroom with SAP
BusinessObjects Cloud. Bring real-time business
insight to your meetings. Use SAP S/4HANA data
to enhance the boardroom experience with stories, geospatial charts, and the agenda builder.
75 pages, pub. 03/2017 • E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4347
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Hilker, Awan, Delvat

Central Finance and SAP S/4HANA
The Comprehensive Guide
With Central Finance, SAP provides a lean deployment option for SAP S/4HANA. In this guide, see how Central Finance works, what it can do, and when to deploy it. Want to keep your existing ERP landscape? Learn
how. Regularly undergo mergers and acquisitions? Plan ahead! Ground yourself in the system architecture
and get step-by-step instructions for implementation. Your one-stop shop for everything Central Finance!
approx. 450 pp., avail. 09/2018 • E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4667

Plan for, implement, and use Central Finance with SAP S/4HANA!

New!

Jens Krüger

Anup Maheshwari

Stefanos Pougkas

SAP S/4HANA Finance
An Introduction

Implementing
SAP S/4HANA Finance

It’s high time you got to know SAP S/4HANA
Finance. Learn what SAP S/4HANA Finance
can do, what it offers your organization, and
how it fits into the SAP S/4HANA landscape.
Explore critical finance functionality, from
cash management to profitability analysis,
and consider your deployment options. Lay
the groundwork for your SAP S/4HANA
Finance future!

Ensure a smooth transition to SAP S/4HANA
Finance with this on-premise implementation
guide! Follow step-by-step instructions for
data migration and functional configuration.
From the general ledger to asset accounting
and beyond, you’ll align your new system
with existing Finance requirements and go
live. Get the details and pro tips that will
make your SAP S/4HANA project a success!

SAP S/4HANA Financial
Accounting Certification
Guide

411 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 02/2016

570 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 11/2017

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

447 pages, pub. 06/2017

www.sap-press.com/4122

www.sap-press.com/4525

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

Application Associate Exam
Taking the SAP S/4HANA Finance 1511 or
1610 exam? Explore test methodology and
key concepts for each topic, and use practice
questions and answers to solidify your knowledge. Review the key technical and functional knowledge you need to pass with
flying colors!

www.sap-press.com/4414

David Burns

Narayanan Veeriah

Financial Accounting in SAP
ERP: Business User Guide

Configuring Financial
Accounting in SAP ERP

628 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 03/2018

916 pages, 3rd edition, pub. 05/2018

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4593

New!

E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/4674
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New!
Kathrin Schmalzing

Kathrin Schmalzing

Janet Salmon

CO-PA in SAP S/4HANA
Finance

Configuring Controlling
in SAP ERP

Controlling with SAP ERP:
Business User Guide

Configure SAP ERP Controlling to reflect your
organization’s unique processes! First create
organizational objects like company codes
and cost centers and assign them to each
other. Then follow step-by-step instructions
for managing master data, planning, reporting, and actual postings for Cost Element
Accounting, Internal Orders, Profitability
Analysis, and more. Take control of CO!

Your to-do list just got easier. With this guide
for Controlling business users, learn how to
manage master data, create budgets and
investment plans, conduct actual postings,
and execute a proper period close more
efficiently. Get the step-by-step instructions
and expert tips you need to complete your
tasks in SAP ERP. From routine transactions to
reporting, make sure you’re in control!

526 pages, pub. 02/2016

approx. 725 pp., 3rd edition, avail. 09/2018

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3887

www.sap-press.com/4691

Business Processes, Functionality, and
Configuration
SAP S/4HANA Finance has transformed the
CO-PA landscape! Learn about the updates
and developments to profitability analysis in
SAP S/4HANA Finance, and then configure
your new system with step-by-step instructions and screenshots. Start with the basics,
then learn how to migrate your existing SAP
ERP data into SAP S/4HANA Finance. The
future of CO-PA with SAP is here!
337 pages, pub. 10/2017
E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/4383

John Jordan

Dayakar Domala, Koti Tummuru

Product Cost Controlling
with SAP

SAP Revenue Accounting
and Reporting and IFRS 15

700 pages, 3rd edition, pub. 04/2016

376 pages, pub. 01/2017

E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

E-book: $89.99 Print: $99.95 Bundle: $109.99

www.sap-press.com/3920

www.sap-press.com/4206

Hofmann, Lim, Mabborang, Teunissen

Lease Accounting with SAP: IFRS 16 and ASC 842
SAP RE-FX and SAP Lease Administration by Nakisa
Jump-start your leasing project with this guide to SAP Lease Administration by Nakisa and SAP RE-FX. Run
compliance readiness checks, configure your leasing system, and perform transition accounting. Once your
system is live, manage your leases the right way. Get compliant before your leasing deadline!
435 pages, pub. 03/2018 • E-book: $109.99 Print: $119.95 Bundle: $129.99

www.sap-press.com/4610

Get compliant before your leasing deadline!
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Vanda Reis

Onur Bekmezci

Dirk Neumann, Lawrence Liang

Actual Costing with the
SAP Material Ledger

Business Planning and
Consolidation with SAP:
Business User Guide

Cash Management with
SAP S/4HANA

Calling all SAP BPC users! Master financials
planning, forecasting, and budgeting with
this book on SAP Business Planning and Consolidation. Follow step-by-step instructions
for your recurring tasks. Explore preconfigured reports and create custom reports for
your business. Use SAP BPC productively!

Configure bank account management, cash
positioning, and liquidity management for
cash management in SAP S/4HANA. Then
maintain banks, process cash transactions,
forecast liquidity, and more. Dive into the
new One Exposure from Operations data
model and see what it takes to migrate your
cash data.

Get the complete picture on material valuation and costing with the Material Ledger!
Using a practical approach, helpful steps,
and a detailed case study, this book helps
you move from basics to advanced concepts.
Learn how to set up and configure the Material Ledger and use its different functions for
calculations, reports, and valuation scenarios,
and how to reap the benefits of SAP HANA.

Functionality and Implementation

608 pages, pub. 02/2017

547 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 07/2015
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3882

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

477 pages, pub. 10/2017

www.sap-press.com/4100

E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/4479

Christian, Iyer, Sudhalkar

Ringling, Smith, Wittmann

Implementing SAP
Governance, Risk, and
Compliance

Concur: Travel and Expense
Management with SAP
322 pages, pub. 03/2017
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

712 pages, pub. 12/2013
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4262

www.sap-press.com/3373

Peter Jones, Charles Soper

Implementing SAP Business Planning and Consolidation
Is your SAP BPC implementation looming large? This book is your comprehensive guide to setting up
standard and embedded SAP BPC. For each system, get step-by-step instructions for loading data into and
reporting with SAP BPC. Learn about planning, budgeting, and forecasting, and dive into consolidation,
from setting up journal entries to using the Consolidation Monitor. Preview Real-Time Consolidation with
SAP S/4HANA and see how to migrate to SAP BPC 10.1 to stay on the cutting edge of SAP BPC!
965 pages, 3rd edition, pub. 06/2018 • E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/4600

New!

Master standard and embedded SAP BPC implementations!
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New!
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Marie-Luise Wagener

Rogerio Faleiros, Paul Ovigele

Introducing Governance,
Risk, and Compliance (GRC)
in SAP S/4HANA

Introducing the Material
Ledger in SAP S/4HANA

Explore GRC embedded in SAP S/4HANA: access
control, process control, risk management, audit
management, business integrity screening, and
more.
132 pages, pub. 05/2018 • E-book: $29.99

www.sap-press.com/4682

See how the Material Ledger fits into SAP
S/4HANA. Learn about ML processes such as actual costing, balance sheet valuation, and COGS
valuation, and discover key SAP Fiori applications
for reporting and analytics.
86 pages, pub. 04/2018 • E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/4648

Oona Flanagan

Mitesh Sanghavi

Introducing New Asset
Accounting in SAP S/4HANA
(FI-AA)

Introducing SAP Bank
Communication Management in SAP S/4HANA

Learn about the new data structure for managing and monitoring your fixed assets. Full of
descriptions and screenshots of key functionality,
preview the migration process from SAP ERP and
third-party systems!

See how SAP BCM in SAP S/4HANA handles outgoing and incoming messages. Group payments
and create workflows for payment approvals.
Use the Payment Status Monitor dashboard to
receive and monitor bank data, and more.

128 pages, pub. 05/2017 • E-book: $19.99

57 pages, pub. 11/2017 • E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/4415

www.sap-press.com/4534

Sandeep Bagchi

Janet Salmon

Introducing the SAP
Financial Closing Cockpit for
SAP S/4HANA

SAP S/4HANA Finance

Learn about financial close in the world of SAP
S/4HANA, from planning to analytics. Prepare a
global entity checklist, generate a task list, and
run the close list; then monitor your entity close.
74 pages, pub. 10/2017 • E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4543

How Do I Get Started without Migrating?
Use Central Finance to converge financial
data into a single system and adapt it to SAP
S/4HANA Finance—without migrating. Explore
each stage of a CFin project, and create a single
source of truth.
113 pages, pub. 01/2017 • E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4364

Sharma, Ayuluri, Darla, Kilaru

Dirk Neumann, Lawrence Liang

Introducing SAP BPC for
SAP S/4HANA Finance

Introducing
Cash Management in
SAP S/4HANA

Discover the benefits of planning with SAP
S/4HANA Finance, including improved business
process flows and reduced planning cycle times.
Then explore how the new Universal Journal and
multiple valuations have impacted core consolidation processes.
116 pages, pub. 09/2016 • E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4269

First take a look at your deployment options.
Then see how bank account management will
help you manage and maintain banks and their
master data, explore cash operations, and more!
84 pages, pub. 05/2017 • E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4471
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Bhattacharjee, Monti, Perel, Vazquez

Logistics with SAP S/4HANA
An Introduction
Welcome to logistics in a digital world. From procurement to production and everything in between, see
how SAP S/4HANA transforms your SAP Logistics landscape. Examine each supply chain line of business in
SAP S/4HANA: sales order management, manufacturing, inventory management, plant maintenance, and
more. Discover key innovations such as MRP Live and embedded SAP EWM. Explore the future of logistics
with SAP!
400 pages, pub. 10/2017 • E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4485

Your supply chain, revolutionized.

Justin Ashlock

Justin Ashlock

Namita Sachan, Aman Jain

Sourcing and Procurement
in SAP S/4HANA

SAP Ariba and SAP
Fieldglass: Functionality
and Implementation

Warehouse Management
in SAP S/4HANA

Master sourcing and procurement in SAP
S/4HANA! Dive into SAP S/4HANA sourcing
and procurement functionality, like direct
and indirect procurement and inventory
and contract management. Get step-by-step
instructions to configure sourcing, invoicing,
supplier management and evaluation, and
more. Integrate each functionality with SAP
cloud applications like SAP Ariba. For details
on S&P, this book is the only source you need!
503 pages, pub. 01/2018
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4551

Put procurement in the cloud with this comprehensive guide to implementing SAP Ariba
and SAP Fieldglass! Dig into key modules for
sourcing, operational procurement, invoice
management, and spend analysis, and then
deploy them directly in your landscape. Get
step-by-step instructions for integration with
your current SAP system!
466 pages, pub. 12/2015
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3950

With this comprehensive guide to embedded
Extended Warehouse Management (EWM),
begin by setting up your system using organizational structures and master data. Then
master your essential processes such as goods
issue and receipt, putaway, picking, and
taking inventory. Bring everything together
with information on advanced tasks like
cross-docking, value-added services, kitting,
and integration with SAP TM and SAP GTS!
765 pages, pub. 04/2018
E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/4547

Martin Murray, Sanil Kimmatkar

Kannapan, Tripathy, Krishna

Warehouse Management
with SAP ERP: Functionality
and Technical Configuration

Warehouse Management
with SAP EWM

665 pages, 3rd edition, pub. 05/2016
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4069

716 pages, pub. 12/2015
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3914
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Matt Chudy, Luis Castedo

Elke Roettig

Jawad Akhtar

Procurement with SAP
MM: Business User Guide

Inventory Management
and Optimization in
SAP ERP

Production Planning and
Control with SAP ERP

Obtain. Acquire. Procure. Get everything you
need with this go-to guide to procurement
with SAP Materials Management! Dive into
the key functions and system transactions
you’ll need for your everyday job, from creating POs or contracts to processing invoices
and payments. Master your purchasing
activities—like creating bids and processing
payments—and streamline your procurement
processes!
533 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 03/2017
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4355

Keep your stock levels just right with this
guide to inventory management and optimization with SAP ERP! Manage the stock you
have through replenishment, goods issue,
goods receipt, and internal transfers. Then
optimize your future by avoiding bottlenecks,
setting lead times, and using simulations. Finally, evaluate your operation using standard
reports, the MRP Monitor, and KPIs.
523 pages, pub. 02/2016
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

Configure SAP ERP Production Planning (PP)
for discrete, process, and repetitive manufacturing and then master it! Get information
on BOM status definitions, process message
characteristics, and master data. Dive into
PP workflows and use Process Management,
MRP, and more. From S&OP to the Early
Warning System, this book will get your production process to maximum efficiency!
940 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 06/2016
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4191

www.sap-press.com/3977

Karl Liebstückel

Karl Liebstückel

Plant Maintenance with SAP:
Business User Guide

Configuring SAP Plant
Maintenance

689 pages, 4th edition, pub. 04/2017

639 pages, pub. 06/2014

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4310

www.sap-press.com/3487

Martin Murray, Jawad Akhtar

Materials Management with SAP ERP: Functionality and
Technical Configuration
Get the most out of your Materials Management implementation with this updated, comprehensive guide
to configuration and functionality. You’ll learn the ins and outs of Materials Management in SAP, from
goods receipt and invoice verification to early warning systems and special procurement types. Dive into
master data and other configuration tasks to ensure your MM system is optimized for your logistics needs!
739 pages, 4th edition, pub. 02/2016 • E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4062

Rely on this best-selling guide for your MM needs!
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New!
Sandy Markin, Amit Sinha

Sandeep Pradhan

Jochen Balla, Frank Layer

SAP Integrated Business
Planning

Demand and Supply
Planning with SAP APO

Production Planning with
SAP APO

Keep up with consumer demand using this
guide to SAP APO! Learn how to use DP and
SNP to forecast demand and capture demand
patterns to perform tactical supply planning.
Blending big-picture descriptions with stepby-step instructions, this book offers information on everything from implementing SAP
APO to using it for interactive, characteristic-based, and collaborative planning.

Immerse yourself in the complex world of
Production Planning/Detailed Scheduling
with this comprehensive guide. Discover
how to set up the CIF, transfer master data
between SAP APO and SAP ERP, and customize PP/DS to meet the needs of your unique
business. This one-stop resource is sure to
help you learn everything you need to know
about SAP APO-PP/DS!

831 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 04/2016

431 pages, 3rd edition, pub. 10/2015

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4011

www.sap-press.com/3927

Functionality and Implementation
With this guide to SAP IBP, get the complete
S&OP, demand, response and supply, and inventory planning picture—and then learn to
monitor and control these processes. You’ll
understand how to set up and use your SAP
IBP system, from planning models to user roles.
Using industry case studies, see what it takes
to ensure a successful adoption of SAP IBP.
504 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 05/2018
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4615

Uwe Goehring

Jawad Akhtar

Materials Planning with SAP

Quality Management
with SAP

519 pages, pub. 10/2015
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3745

883 pages, pub. 03/2015
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3755

Jandhyala, Kusters, Mane, Sinha

Sales and Operations Planning with SAP IBP
Configure SAP Integrated Business Planning for your sales and operations planning master data types,
planning levels, and more. Then execute demand planning, perform unconstrained or constrained supply
planning, and consolidate the results into views with step-by-step instructions. Get more out of your implementation with what-if scenarios, KPIs, dashboards, and built-in integrations.
500 pages, pub. 05/2018 • E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/4589

New!

Your comprehensive guide to S&OP with SAP IBP!
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Atul Bhandari

Ravi Patwardhan, Shashikanth Sammiti

Configuring and Executing
an Inventory Plan with
SAP IBP

Configuring and Running
Demand Sensing with
SAP IBP

Design your inventory planning process and
set up a data model. Following along with an
inventory planning case study, learn how to configure the planning area, and execute a monthly
inventory plan.

New!

New!

Learn to calculate short-term demand using
demand sensing with SAP IBP. Understand what
demand sensing is, then follow a case study to
see how to configure and execute it in your SAP
IBP system.

98 pages, pub. 04/2018 • E-book: $24.99

approx. 65 pp., avail. 07/2018 • E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/4611

www.sap-press.com/4692

Caetano Almeida

Reinhardt, Scheuermann, Sasarean, Wenzel, Sehn

Introducing Material
Requirements Planning
(MRP) in SAP S/4HANA

Introducing SAP Yard
Logistics

See how classic MRP and MRP Live work in SAP
S/4HANA, from subcontracting and storage
location planning to evaluating results and optimizing performance! Explore new and improved
processes and SAP Fiori apps.
72 pages, pub. 05/2018 • E-book: $24.99

New!

See how SAP Yard Logistics connects your
warehousing and transportation operations.
Walk through yard management, from dock
appointments and yard check-ins to settlement
and monitoring.
approx. 100 pp., avail. 08/2018 • E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/4743

www.sap-press.com/4649

Stefan Sauer, Bernd Lauterbach

Mrinal K. Roy

Introducing Transportation
Management in SAP
S/4HANA

Introducing Extended
Warehouse Management
with SAP S/4HANA

See how SAP S/4HANA streamlines transporting
your goods with embedded SAP Transportation
Management. Learn about key TM processes
such as order and delivery management, automatic and manual planning, and more.

Learn about embedded and decentralized
EWM in SAP S/4HANA! Jump into warehouse
structures and master data and understand basic
warehousing processes, from putaway and picking rules to goods receipt and issue.

103 pages, pub. 01/2018 • E-book: $24.99

130 pages, pub. 04/2017 • E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/4596

www.sap-press.com/4416

Stefan Kienzle

Ferenc Gulyássy, Jawad Akhtar

Introducing Advanced
Variant Configuration (AVC)
with SAP S/4HANA

Introducing Demand-Driven
Replenishment (DDMRP) in
SAP S/4HANA

See how SAP S/4HANA’s AVC features improve
your engineering, sales, and manufacturing processes. Explore custom and predefined analytics
so you can report on the most important KPIs.

Discover how demand-driven replenishment
(DDR) changes the game! See how SAP S/4HANA
uses DDR to recalculate classic MRP elements—
stock positioning, lead time, and buffers—and
reduce demand-supply variability.

71 pages, pub. 02/2018 • E-book: $29.99

www.sap-press.com/4606

108 pages, pub. 12/2017 • E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/4569
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Amy Grubb, Kim Lessley

SAP SuccessFactors Recruiting and Onboarding
The Comprehensive Guide
Use talent communities and job postings in Recruiting Marketing, identify and evaluate candidates with Recruiting Management, onboard employees with the New Hire Portal in Onboarding, and more. Integrate with
SAP ERP HCM, SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central, and third-party systems.
672 pages, pub. 08/2017 • E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/4290
Smith, Yang, Churin

SAP SuccessFactors Learning
The Comprehensive Guide
From routine training to certification updates, this book shows you how SAP SuccessFactors handles learning
management. Configure and use key SAP SuccessFactors Learning functionality: instructor-led training, content
management, on-the-job training, and more.

New!

680 pages, pub. 05/2018 • E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/4577

Marson, Mazhavanchery, Murray

Amy Grubb, Luke Marson

SAP SuccessFactors
Employee Central

SuccessFactors with
SAP ERP HCM

The Comprehensive Guide

Business Processes and Use

Get the most out of SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central! Use its extensive HR functionality, from hiring, termination, time sheets,
and benefits programs to integration with
SAP ERP and third-party cloud applications.
Set up position and workforce management,
maintain payroll and tax information with
Employee Central, and configure critical HR
functionality for your processes.

Discover the potential of SAP SuccessFactors
with this introductory guide. This edition
covers integration packages, additional SAP
HANA Cloud Platform information, details on
the Metadata Framework, and a look into the
new Job Profile Builder. Discover what SAP
SuccessFactors is, how it works, and what it
can do for you.
644 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 11/2014

741 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 10/2017

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/3702

Kandi, Krishnamoorthy, Leong-Cohen,
Padmanabhan, Reddygari

Integrating SuccessFactors
with SAP
Whether you’re making the jump to SAP
SuccessFactors all at once or in parts, explore
your deployment options and how to integrate this cloud-based functionality into your
HR landscape. Learn to apply prepackaged
or planned integration scenarios and walk
through case studies that model the use of
templates and APIs.
551 pages, pub. 04/2015
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3723

www.sap-press.com/4480

Venki Krishnamoorthy

Luke Marson

SAP SuccessFactors Admin
Center

SAP SuccessFactors Data
Migration

User Management, Security, and Data
Maintenance

SAP ERP HCM to Employee Central

102 pages, pub. 09/2016 • E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4228

92 pages, pub. 09/2016 • E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/4324

www.sap-press.com/human-resources
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Soham Ray

Sanjiv Agarwal

Masters, Toombs, Bland, Morgalis

Organizational Management in SAP ERP HCM

Time Management with
SAP ERP HCM

Self-Services with
SAP ERP HCM

See Organizational Management under the
microscope. Master OM basics like structuring objects and relationships, and then use
advanced tools like Manager Self-Services,
Manager’s Desktop, and the Organization
and Staffing interface. Learn about evaluation paths and hierarchy reporting, and how
you can strengthen the foundation of your
HR system through integration.

The clock is running! This book teaches you
how to set up and use time management
functionalities in SAP ERP HCM. Learn to configure work schedules, time quotas, and time
recording tools. Integrate Time Management
with other SAP modules, and learn tips and
tricks from the experts!
625 pages, pub. 03/2016

ESS, MSS, and HR Renewal
The self-services landscape is changing. Wrap
your mind around the SAP ERP HCM self-services picture with this guide to on-premise
self-service offerings. Understand the benefits, functionality, and business processes
enabled by new technology like HR Renewal
and SAPUI5, and see how to integrate them
into your self-services strategy.

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99
473 pages, pub. 08/2016

www.sap-press.com/3991

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

345 pages, pub. 12/2014
E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/3996

www.sap-press.com/3585

Dirk Liepold, Steve Ritter

Ringling, Smith, Wittmann

SAP ERP HCM: Technical
Principles and Programming

Concur: Travel and Expense
Management with SAP

863 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 11/2014

322 pages, pub. 03/2017

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3698

www.sap-press.com/4262

Krishnamoorthy, Murray, Reynolds, Teesdale

SAP Transaction Codes
Your Quick Reference to Transactions in SAP ERP
From A to Z, or more appropriately, from AB01 to XK99, this is the SAP transaction code encyclopedia
you’ve been waiting for! Learn how to use more than 3,000 transaction codes with ease in your daily SAP
ERP work, from financials to HR. With T-codes categorized by application, title, and task, this guide will
teach you how to circumvent the menu tree and shortcut your way through SAP ERP.
648 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 03/2016 • E-book: $44.99 Print: $49.95 Bundle: $59.99

www.sap-press.com/4070

The encyclopedia of SAP T-codes!
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New!
Sanjjeev K. Singh, Karan Sood

Singh, Feurer, Ruebsam

Chudy, Castedo, Lopez

SAP Sales Cloud

SAP Hybris

Sales Force Automation with
SAP C/4HANA

Commerce, Marketing, Sales, Service, and
Revenue with SAP

Learn to implement, configure, and use
SAP Sales Cloud for sales force automation.
Create leads, process opportunities, and
explore partner channel management. Then
integrate the solution with your ERP system
to handle quotations and orders. Finally,
migrate and replicate your existing sales data
and personalize and extend SAP Sales Cloud!

Want to learn what SAP Hybris offers—on
premise and in the cloud—and how it fits
into your CRM landscape? With this guide,
you'll begin by understanding the functionality of the five main SAP Hybris solutions.
Then explore reporting and mobility options
and see how each product integrates with
existing SAP solutions.

Sales and Distribution in
SAP ERP: Business User
Guide

514 pages, avail. 08/2018

329 pages, pub. 05/2017

518 pages, 3rd edition, pub. 11/2017

E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4372

www.sap-press.com/4394

www.sap-press.com/4526

Thomas, Verhoog, Messinger-Michaels

Ricardo Lopez, Ashish Mohapatra

SAP Hybris Commerce

Configuring Sales and
Distribution in SAP ERP

Business Processes, Functionality, and
Configuration
approx. 575 pp., avail. 12/2018

New!

Get the most out of your software for your
essential operations in Sales and Distribution. Creating a sales order? Inquiries and
quotations? Outbound deliveries? Find the
step-by-step instructions you need for sales,
shipping, transportation, and billing with this
business user guide to SAP ERP.

E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/4621

526 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 11/2015
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3903

Chandrakant Agarwal

SAP CRM
Business Processes and Configuration
Master the business processes and configuration for SAP Customer Relationship Management! This guide
offers the details you need about essential SAP CRM functionality and customization. Understand the key
SAP CRM business processes and then configure the system for marketing, sales, and service. From master
data to middleware to the web UI, get the answers you need to tailor SAP CRM to your own requirements.
737 pages, pub. 09/2015 • E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3648

Your comprehensive resource for SAP CRM!
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Riches, Robinson, Ryan, Vincent

SAP, Next Generation
An Introduction
This book is your big-picture guide to how new SAP solutions address your day-to-day business processes in the post-SAP Business Suite landscape. Learn about up-and-coming SAP applications, from SAP
S/4HANA, to SAP Hybris, to SAP IBP. Follow a central business case to get a clear idea of how the new SAP
portfolio can work for you, now and in the years ahead!
approx. 500 pp., avail. 10/2018 • E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4563

New!

See the SAP landscape of the future!

Olaf Schulz

Krishnamoorthy, Murray, Reynolds, Teesdale

Gerald Sullivan

Using SAP

SAP Transaction Codes

The SAP Project

An Introduction for Beginners and
Business Users

Your Quick Reference to Transactions in
SAP ERP

More Than a Survival Guide

Get the detailed steps and screenshots that
walk you through the processes you need to
do your job. Get comfortable with logging
on to and navigating the system, maintaining
your data, creating reports, printing, and so
much more. Whether you’re entering data,
automating tasks, or building your foundational knowledge of the SAP system, this
book has your back.

From A to Z, or more appropriately, from
AB01 to XK99, this is the SAP transaction
code encyclopedia you’ve been waiting for!
Learn how to use more than 3,000 transaction
codes with ease in your daily SAP ERP work,
from financials to HR. With T-codes categorized by application, title, and task, this guide
will teach you how to circumvent the menu
tree and shortcut your way through SAP ERP.

387 pages, 3rd edition, pub. 12/2016

648 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 03/2016

E-book: $24.99 Print: $29.95 Bundle: $39.99

E-book: $44.99 Print: $49.95 Bundle: $59.99

www.sap-press.com/4155

www.sap-press.com/4070

Before your next SAP project journey, consult
this trusty guide. Help your business team
prepare for and participate in the SAP implementation process. This preview of what to
expect, what questions to ask, and when to
take which steps will teach you to execute
planning, go-live, and post-go-live activities
without getting lost.
573 pages, pub. 07/2014
E-book: $44.99 Print: $49.95 Bundle: $59.99

www.sap-press.com/3501

Michael Doane

Michael Doane

The SAP Blue Book

The SAP Green Book

A Concise Business Guide to the World of SAP

A Business Guide for Effectively Managing
the SAP Lifecycle

190 pages, pub. 05/2012
E-book: $24.99 Print: $29.95 Bundle: $39.99

265 pages, pub. 03/2012

www.sap-press.com/3014

E-book: $24.99 Print: $29.95 Bundle: $39.99

www.sap-press.com/2966

The SAP PRESS Subscription
 Unlimited access to all 200+ SAP PRESS books,
including 60 new publications per year
 Choose between Full or Topic Subscriptions
 Monthly or yearly plans, with no long-term
contract required!

Full Subscription
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